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We are pleased to share "Spotlight On
Learning", a newsletter that connects you to
educational resources from a variety of
sources including those that invoke learning
through and about our traditional teachings
and knowledge. It is intended to support all
families in Kahnawà:ke to bring learning into
their everyday. Importantly we remember
that Onkwehón:we education has always
been about passing on knowledge across
generations, using all resources
appropriately suited to expand our thinking
and knowledge. The newsletter embodies the
vision of the Kahnawà:ke Education Center:
 
 "Nurtured by a strong, healthy network of family
and community all of our students are empowered
and proud Onkwehón:we, academically successful
and well prepared to thrive in any life path they

choose."
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1tr6rd7V3QA
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 March 12th, 2020 was the beginning of the semester being turned upside down. 

It was this day that Concordia University cancelled classes until the following Monday in a
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. After this, everything seemed to be unfolding as the

Quebec Government officially closed all schools for two weeks, which would later extend to
the rest of the school year. Simultaneously, this was my first year of university where I was

already trying to adapt to how demanding university can be. When the pandemic happened,
no one was ready for it, not the professors, students, or administration. Being a post-

secondary student during this time was extremely stressful as it was during finals which is
already a stressful time. Adding this crisis took it to the next level. I was left wondering how
am I supposed to complete my semester if I can no longer go to school? Due to my program

a lot of the learning is hands on and requires group work every class. When this whole
situation erupted, I still had presentations to present, exams to write and group papers to

finish. Despite being a post-secondary professor, many are not that strong in the technology
aspect. This caused a learning curve for them because they now had to figure out how to

finish the semester from online learning. The first 2 weeks of the schools being closed, it was
radio silence from the teachers because they themselves did not know the answers for

questions students were asking. Once things got put into order, it was not the same learning
experience as I would have received from having in person instructions. Now that it has been
announces that the Fall 2020 semester would also be delivered, it is frustrating because how
am I supposed to having the same learning experience when most of my classes depend on

in person group work. At the end of everything, the global pandemic has taken so much
away from students at all levels of education.

LIFE  AS  A  UNIVERSITY  STUDENT  DURING  A
GLOBAL  PANDEMIC

BY :  BELLE  PHILLIPS

POST
SECONDARY



We would like to commend the efforts of our Post-Secondary students these past few months. It
hasn’t been easy to switch from on-campus learning to online learning at the drop of a hat,
especially when information changes daily, sometimes hourly. What we do know for sure is that
CEGEPs and universities will offer courses primarily online for the Fall 2020 semester. Specifics will
be communicated by the individual schools, so keep checking your email and online student portals
(Omnivox, MyConcordia, etc). 
While the deadline to apply to CEGEPs has passed, Concordia University is still accepting
applications to open programs (those with space available) until June 1st, 2020. Due to the upheaval
at this time, we are still accepting KEC Post-Secondary funding applications. The application is
available on our website at https://www.kecedu.ca/administration/education-services/student-
services/registration-application-forms. Complete the form and return it to the KEC. A Post-
Secondary Counselor will be in touch with you for supporting documents.
 
Additionally, there are a number of relief measures that Post-Secondary students have access to
during this time. The following is a summary of a longer communique that KEC Communications
sent out last week regarding these relief measures:
-        Full time students in Winter 2020 were issued an emergency allowance on May 20th for the
month of June to assist them financially while they find potential summer employment
-        There is the possibility that this may be extended pending more information from Indigenous
Service Canada, though it is not for sure yet
-               Students may receive the emergency KEC allowance AND the Canada Emergency Student
Benefit (CESB) through the Canada Revenue Agency at the same time
-        Alternatively, students may opt to access the Kahnawà:ke Emergency Relief Measure (KERM),
however they cannot access the KEand CESB
-               Students are encouraged to seek employment through the Kahnawà:ke Summer Student
Employment Program (KSSEP) or other job opportunities
-        Should a student find summer employment, they must notify the KEC and/or the CESB
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A Message From Post-Secondary
Services

For any questions or clarifications on any of the above, students should contact the KEC at
450-632-8770 and ask for either Chris or Bethany. They may also reach us by email-

chris.leclaire@kecedu.ca or bethany.douglas@kecedu.ca. 

https://www.kecedu.ca/administration/education-services/student-services/registration-application-forms
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We would like to begin by first thanking all of our teachers for the amount of work,

dedication, and commitment that they put towards supporting our children to develop into
students who hold cultural values, a knowledge of their language, and a strong connection to

their roots. We would also like to thank and acknowledge the parents of these children for
entrusting our school with your child and believing in the philosophy and mission of

Karonhianónhnha tsi Ionterihwaienstáhkhwa.
Language and culture go hand in hand; and although we are at a time when we are facing

challenges in maintaining the resources necessary for our language to survive, we have
members in our community who are motivated to take on the immense task of ensuring that

our language does not perish. This includes our elders, our teachers, our parents, and our
students. 

Having knowledge of who you are, what is unique about who you are, and the pride that
develops inside of you because of that is one of the most important gifts that you can receive

in life. Once you have pride, knowledge, and confidence, all else will fall into place in the
way that it should. Take pride in who you are as a Kanien’kehá:ka person and take advantage

of all of the good that life has to offer because of that pride. Being confident, respectful,
open-minded and considerate are the values that we aspire to as Onkwehon:we people.
These are the most important values that a person of our community can possibly carry

forward with them in life.
We wish you the best moving forward in your academic career, in life, and in your journey
to becoming a successful, happy, and well-grounded individual.  We hope each one of you
use the gifts that you have been given and achieve everything that is meant for you in life. 

 Take pride in being able to say that you are a graduate of Karonhianónhnha Tsi
Ionterihwaienstáhkhwa.   

Karonhianónhnha Tsi
Ionterihwaienstáhkhwa

A Message to the Graduates by:
Kahentoréhtha Lauren Jacco

and Kanerahtanónhnha Kyla Jacobs
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 What is reading fluency?
Fluency means being able to decode individual words
accurately and quickly as well as understand the words as you
read them.  A child who reads haltingly will work so hard at
the mechanics of the task that there is little mental energy
left to understand the meaning of what is being read.

READING  FLUENTLY  AT  HOME

Zoo Crew Alphabet Show  - Join the Chief Zoo Keeper and her sidekick on a magical zoo
learning adventure.  The show introduces an animal, a letter and the letter sounds using
augmented reality during each episode.   Start learning about the letter 'A' right here.

Read works  Reading passages and lesson plans for the K-12 student.  Great to practice
fluency, vocabulary and  comprehension.  Easy to match up with your child’s reading
level.

NSTA Interactive eBooks for Grades 6-12 Digital content where students in grades 6 to
11 are reading and doing science!  Great to keep up with class content.

NSTA eBooks Interactive STEM stories  Have a passion for science? Check out these digital
stories where K-5 students are reading and doing STEM!

"The more you read the
more things you will know. 
 The more you know, the
more places you will go."

Tips for at home
Choose a page or two to have your child read back to you or
choral read the page aloud together. Pay careful attention to
punctuation.  Be sure that they make full stops at periods,
excitement at exclamation marks and wonder upon finding
question marks.  Have them read the same page a few times to
practice fluent, smooth reading.

Dr. Seuss, I Can Read With My Eyes Shut

https://www.readworks.org/
https://www.nsta.org/ebooks/GradesK-5/
https://www.nsta.org/ebooks/Grades6-12/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zBKl04_l_fY&list=PLZVSl0DaVS6gSQ8AYP2SkNX32Cufs_NGM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zBKl04_l_fY&list=PLZVSl0DaVS6gSQ8AYP2SkNX32Cufs_NGM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zBKl04_l_fY&list=PLZVSl0DaVS6gSQ8AYP2SkNX32Cufs_NGM
https://www.readworks.org/
https://www.readworks.org/
https://www.nsta.org/ebooks/Grades6-12/
https://www.nsta.org/ebooks/GradesK-5/
https://www.nsta.org/ebooks/GradesK-5/
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Message from the Principal
 Whether you are graduating from Elementary School, High School, Cegep or University, I

would like to take this opportunity to wish you all the best in your next stage in life, make
the most of it, do your best and take responsibility for your own learning to the next level. 

Work hard, the rewards will seem that much more gratifying, play hard, practice good
sportsmanship and always be kind to others, whether someone is watching or not.  I

encourage you to continue to learn about your history, your culture and most of all your
language, it is a connection to your past, and a gateway to the future. In closing I would like

to offer my "Congratulations" to all the graduates of the class of 2020.

 
Shelley Goodleaf-McComber

Principal, Kateri Tsi Ionterihwaienstáhkhwa
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Math fact fluency is the ability to recall the answers to basic math facts automatically and without

hesitation.    This is typically the result of repeated practice that results in the facts being committed to

long-term memory, allowing them to be instantaneously recalled. To be considered fluent, children

should no longer need to rely on strategies such as counting on their fingers or drawing models to aid in

their computation. 

 

Knowing math facts automatically is fundamental to success in many areas of higher mathematics.

Without the ability to retrieve facts direct or automatically children are likely to have trouble in later

grades with mathematics. Knowledge of math facts is important because they form the building blocks

for many other math concepts.

 

To develop automaticity children need to engage in meaningful practice through games and activities.

Addition Salute you need three players and a deck of cards. 

 A great way to practice math adding facts.

MATH  TIPS ,  GAMES  & PRACTICE

        XtraMath  
 
A free program for
achieving math fact
proficiency.

Math Facts Pro Daily
 
Assessment and
practice session
followed by a highly
focused and engaging
video game.  Create a
free trial now.

Symbaloo  Math Fluency                                          
 
A webmix that contains
links to many other
different sites that have
fluency practice
games.

        Aplus Math
 
Interactive math
resources including
worksheets, fact
flashcards and math
games.

Game of the week

Multiplication Salute you need three players and a deck of
cards. A great way to practice multiplication facts.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IyyN8AEpFOU&feature=youtu.be
https://xtramath.org/#/home/index
https://mathfactspro.com/
https://www.symbaloo.com/mix/mathfluency2
https://www.varsitytutors.com/aplusmath
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZlPz19O_3wM&feature=youtu.be
https://xtramath.org/#/home/index
https://xtramath.org/#/home/index
https://xtramath.org/#/home/index
https://mathfactspro.com/
https://www.symbaloo.com/mix/mathfluency2
https://www.varsitytutors.com/aplusmath
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZlPz19O_3wM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IyyN8AEpFOU&feature=youtu.be


Kahnawake Survival School
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This KSS school year is so unique given the pandemic we are experiencing. This situation is
stressful to all KSS staff, parents and especially on our students. This time is hard for both of
us not to hear and see our proud students walk through the corridor of our school every day.

We are all faced with uncertainty during this time with the challenge to protect our loved
ones using social distancing and self-isolation techniques. It is important to maintain,

monitor and take care of our families during this time. I hope that you and your family stay
safe during this difficult time.

 
Thank you for your patience and understanding. All of our KSS staff have been adjusting,
like you, to keep ourselves balanced during these drastic changes in normal life during the

last few weeks. I am extremely appreciative of our students, parents, teachers, staff, and
administrators for their positivity, flexibility and resilience during these trying times. 

 
We are Kanien’keha:ka, resilient and we will be here when this pandemic subsides.

 
The outcome of this year will be how we came together, keeping together and working

together, in spite of the obstacles that we may have faced along the way.
 

We honor the KSS Graduating Class of 2020. 
 

We are proud of you all!
 

Jackie Leclaire (Principal)
Merrick Diabo (Intern- Associate Principal)

Kahnawake Survival School

A message from your Administrators
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Each year, KEC schools partner with the Youth Fusion
organization to deliver programming to students in Grade 3
and up. 
Usually the programs delivered are Robotics and Science of the
Land. While these programs are no longer able to be delivered
while students are not in school, Youth Fusion has made a
YouTube channel and Facebook page in order to stay
connected to the communities and students they work with.

Tutorial
Check out this short video in which animator

Ismail demonstrates how to build a small Wind
Power Car

SCIENCE  SPACE  

 
Nature Show

Check out this 'Into the Ocean' video in which animator Sophia talks about
some important sea creatures

https://fusionjeunesse.org/en/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtU59BV_RgehMIEEKx0OV5A
https://www.facebook.com/groups/232663197816162
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mX8seQM21Tg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FyvZIlspFKs
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Geocaching
Geocaching is an outdoor activity that makes use of geography
and secret codes to find hidden containers full of notes or
trinkets. It’s basically a mini treasure hunt! To start geocaching
you need to go sign up on the Geocaching website and also
download an app to one of your devices.
 
Older children can possibly do geocaching on their own but
younger kids may need some support. Geocaching is done by
people of all ages so sometimes the hidden containers are in
easy to find places but there are also some hidden in places that
require climbing or hiking. 
 
Here are the guidelines to get you started. Keep an eye on the
level of difficulty and terrain on any geocache description. If
you click on the image to the left you can see a description of a
geocache hidden in Kahnawake!

We have looked at so many virtual tours that it may be nice to try taking some of
your geography knowledge outdoors this week.

Fieldwork
Fieldwork is when you get to observe, collect, record, and
analyze information related to the environment around you.
Fieldwork uses geography to map and track any sort of
changes. Here is a great guide for parents to use if they want to
explore this topic more. You can venture outside with your kids
and check out what the Kahnawake Environmental Protection
Office has been doing fieldwork on.

GEOGRAPHY  & NATURE

https://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GC8BG9Q_knd9?guid=0da557ae-6cf2-4705-b305-f4b5b7738e5e
http://www.kahnawake.com/org/lu/environment.asp
https://www.geocaching.com/play
https://www.geocaching.com/play/guidelines
http://www.cangeoeducation.ca/resources/learning_centre/activities/fieldwork_guide/fieldwork-guide.pdf
https://kahnawakeenvironment.com/our-environment/kahnawake-ecosystems/
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As the Strawberry Festival is approaching here, you are invited to continue on
enriching your French vocabulary by listening and reading different contents
related to strawberries.  In order to help you continue to improve your French

skills, it is important to be exposed as much as possible to this language through
the languages modes of communication including these skills. 

                                                             
                                                             Listening
                                                             Reading
                                                             Writing
                                                             Speaking
 

While you are exposed to the language, pay attention to different languages
elements according to your level (the sound and shape of letters, the sound,

the formation and meaning of words, the meaning of phrases, of paragraphs or
the main text ideas) you hear or read.

 
 FUN FRENCH DYNAMIC SPRING ACTIVITIES
 

Try to replicate these experiences at home. If you are feeling creative, you
could make a short video in French to allow you to practice SPEAKING and

WRITING by describing verbally and by writing  down your experience. As an
additional motivational purpose,  you could send it to us!  

For the young ones, enjoy a tv program show with pop corn maybe!

FRENCH  FOR  ALL  SKILL  LEVELS

 How to make strawberries 
with strawberries

A TV programShow 

on strawberries:

 

MIAM! DES BONNES FRAISES!

Recipe with
strawberries:
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 1. teiohiatonhserastaráthe                                                                Aluminum foil

     te io hia tonh se ra sta rá the

 

2.  tekaiehstáhkwah                                                                                           Blender

    te ka ieh stáh kwah

 

3.  ienontekhsiá:tha                                                                                    Can Opener

      ie non tekh siá: tha

 

4.  ieksokewáhtha                                                                                           Dish towel

     iek so ke wáh tha

 

5. iehnekatahkwá:tha                                                                                          Faucet

    ieh ne ka tah kwá: tha

 

6.  iena’tsahráhkhwa                                                                                    frying pan

     ie na’ tsah ráh khwa

       

7.  kahnekinekénhtha                                                                                              juicer

     kah ne ki ne kén tha

 

8. ionte’nientenhstáhkhwa    teionthnekontáhkhwa               Measuring cup

    ion te’ nien tenh stáh khwa    te ionth ne kon táh khwa

 

9. ionte’nientenhstáhkhwa atókwa                                          Measuring spoon 

    ion te’ nien tenh stáh khwa a tó kwa

 

10  tsi ieksohare’táhkhwa                                                                                   Sink

      tsi iek so ha re’ táh khwa

Let's Speak Kanien’kéha
Here is a list of 10 items you may find in your Kitchen.  Copy the words to create labels. 
Attach those labels to the items as a reminder to use the Kanien’kéha words as often as possible.   Or up the ante and use
only the Kanien’kéha words when working in the kitchen.  
We not only learn language by speaking and listening but we also learn language by seeing patterns in words and
reading.
 

KANIEN ’KÉKA  TEWATÁ :TI

 

Tsi iekhonnià:tha

Iontstha'shòn:'a Tsi Iekhonnià:tha

click picture to listen to Tota and ohkwari
cook an omelette with a mystery guest.

click on picture to hear words

https://soundcloud.com/martin-akwiranoron-loft/totahne-wake-episode-7-making-omelettes-is-fun
https://soundcloud.com/martin-akwiranoron-loft/totahne-wake-episode-7-making-omelettes-is-fun
https://www.powtoon.com/online-presentation/dvxCxYQkjQl/?mode=movie#/
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Kids Academy - fun and cute educational videos geared for the pre-school to

grade 3 age group. 

Crash Course Kids - cute and engaging science videos for elementary level kids.

Free School - elementary age appropriate videos about art, music, literature,

and natural science.

Pre-K to Grade 6

 

Veritasium - a scientist created videos to explain and show experiments about a

wide variety of science related topics.

CrashCourse - most courses offered in high school and even cegep are covered

in these short informational videos.

Brightstorm - this is an online study video page for math, science, English, and

test prepeartion. 

Grade 7-11

TED - this is a full listing of TED Talk videos on a variety of subjects.

MIT OpenCourseWare - MIT actually offers entire courses or subject lectures

here for free.

Bozeman Science - if you're looking for additional information to help you

with your science classes this a great place to start. 

Postsecondary

SUPPORTING  ONLINE  STUDENT  SUCCESS

This week we will take a look at YouTube and what it has to offer for students of

different age levels. YouTube is an online video sharing platform that some

educators use to share materials.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqb89GqploCXgz4lsdR-_ww/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/crashcoursekids/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/watchfreeschool/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/watchfreeschool/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/1veritasium/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/crashcourse/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/brightstorm2/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/TEDtalksDirector/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/MIT/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/bozemanbiology/videos
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We're looking forward to hearing our songs echoing in the Longhouse again. It lifts
our spirits up to dance together and sing our songs with everyone's footsteps in
sync with the drum. We dance all together and look across the circle to see our
friends, cousins and family dancing and smiling. This page is dedicated to our songs
that lift our spirits so we can dance and express our gratitude to the natural world.
 
It's the best when a song is announced and lots of singers get up and take there spot
on the bench. The lead singer starts with a strong voice and when all the other
singers join in, it sounds awesome. You have to just get up there and dance! Check
out these YouTube videos for some inspiration to get moving. Here's to the singers
from across our nations who keep our songs going! Tekwanonhwerá:tons
Sewakwé:kon! 

Listen to 4 Kahnawa'kehro:non singing this short set of New
Women's Shuffle dance verses called Blessings. Singing
some old and new verses is  an excellent way to spend the
evening at home! 

OHONTSAKÉKHA
NIKARENNÒ:TENS

Get uplifted by tuning in to this Jam Session at the Salamanca
Pow Wow 2014! Listen in and get your feet moving ladies! 

Listen in and dance to a few solo singers like Jayden Parker at
the Gathering of Nations Powwow 2017 hand drum
competition. 

KEEP  MOVING ! !

Watch the Newtown Women singing the New Womens
Shuffle at the 2017 Native American Music Awards. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkaypYBwhCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkaypYBwhCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkaypYBwhCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1tr6rd7V3QA
https://www.facebook.com/senecamedia/videos/newtown-women-singers-nama-2017/1960889590848510/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1tr6rd7V3QA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkaypYBwhCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_tXyXcc8VY&list=RDN_tXyXcc8VY&start_radio=1&t=24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_tXyXcc8VY&list=RDN_tXyXcc8VY&start_radio=1&t=24
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LEARNING  IS  EVERYWHERE ! !

A weekly menu of fun learning activities to choose from.

Choose ___ activities to do at home this week.

Interview a member
of your family about
their childhood and

write a story about it

Create the grocery
list for this week.
List all the items

while imagining you
are walking through
each section of the

grocery store.

Draw a map of your
room or your house

and label it

Take one of the
virtual tours. Write
what you thought

about the tour.
What did you enjoy
and what did you

learn? 

Create a gratitude
journal. Try to write

in it each evening
and add to it

anytime you feel
inspired.

Write the
instructions on

how to make
corn soup. Add

the ingredients to
the grocery list
for this week.

Write a graphic
novel. Begin with a
good description of
the main character

and the plot

Look at old family
photos. Ask

questions about
what's happening in

the photo. What
happened before?

What happened
after?

Write the menu for
a family breakfast.
Be sure to list and
beverages as well.



 
 

FOR  SUGGESTIONS ,  QUESTIONS  & COMMENTS  CONTACT :

Kahtehron:ni Iris Stacey
kahtehronni.stacey@kecedu.ca

 
or
 

Jaime Dickson
jaime.dickson@kecedu.ca
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EDITING  & LAYOUT :

Kahtehron:ni Iris Stacey
Kaniharons S. Phillips
 

LET US KNOW!

Any Suggestions?

Niawenhko:wa!!


